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ABSTRACT
The retrieval of sentences that are relevant to a given in-
formation need is a challenging passage retrieval task. In
this context, the well-known vocabulary mismatch prob-
lem, present in most Information Retrieval processes, arises
severely because of the fine granularity of the task. Short
queries, which are usually the rule rather than the excep-
tion, come to aggravate the problem. Consequently, effec-
tive sentence retrieval methods tend to apply some form of
query expansion, usually based on pseudo-relevance feed-
back. Nevertheless, there are no extensive studies compar-
ing different expansion strategies for sentence retrieval prob-
lems. In this work we aim to fill this gap. We start from a
set of retrieved documents in which relevant sentences have
to be found. In our experiments we test different term selec-
tion strategies and we also check whether expansion before
sentence retrieval can yield reasonable performance. This is
particularly novel because expansion techniques for sentence
retrieval are often applied after a first retrieval of sentences
and there are no comparative results available between ex-
pansion before and after sentence retrieval. This compari-
son is valuable not only for testing distinct expansion-based
methods but also because there are important implications
in time efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The availability of effective sentence retrieval methods is po-
tentially beneficial to many IR systems. There are many
tasks whose performance is affected by the effectiveness of
a sentence retrieval module. In web IR, information access
can be facilitated provided that a good ranking of sentences,
ordered by estimated relevance to the user, is supplied [18].
Question answering systems usually require some form of
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passage retrieval to isolate the document pieces in which
the answer is likely to be found. This step is often done
at the sentence level [11]. One of the main areas in text
summarization is centered on building summaries by ex-
tracting important sentences from the target document(s).
If the summaries are query-biased then effective techniques
to measure query-sentence similarities are needed [16]. In-
formation Extraction methods involve often some sentence
retrieval algorithm to support their processes [12]. Sentence
retrieval mechanisms have also been found important in Ma-
chine Translation [6].

Given a set of documents, our work focuses on a retrieval
task based on selecting sentences relevant to a given infor-
mation need, which is expressed as a textual query. This
sentence retrieval problem is delimited to work with docu-
ments highly related to the query. This simulates a working
environment in which an initial document retrieval is run
and, next, the top ranked documents are input to a sentence
retrieval module that filters out the irrelevant sentences and
supplies the user with a rank of sentences. As argued in
[18], a sentence retrieval interface of this kind would be very
valuable, especially for searches in which the user does not
have a clear idea about the topics involved and the sen-
tences supplied can help her/him to clarify the purpose of
the search.

Query expansion strategies, which have played a major role
in document retrieval, are not sufficiently tested for sen-
tence retrieval problems. Although some works have re-
ported improvements using classical expansion techniques
via pseudo-relevance feedback [8], there are no comparisons
available testing extensively different term selection methods
and studying the effect of the number of sentences and terms
used for expansion. Expansion strategies developed for doc-
ument retrieval might be ineffective for sentence retrieval
because the number of matching terms is much smaller and,
thus, performance might be harmed. Due to the importance
of query expansion in sentence retrieval, we feel strongly that
a complete study on this subject is required. The vocabulary
mismatch problem is a severe obstacle to yield effective re-
trieval at the sentence level and the role of query expansion
as an alleviation tool needs to be carefully analyzed. Fur-
thermore, there are no comparative results between expan-
sion before sentence retrieval and expansion after sentence
retrieval. Expansion before sentence retrieval has been par-



ticularly neglected. Since we start from a set of top ranked
documents, it makes sense to study blind feedback methods
working directly with the initial ranking of documents and
compare them with regular pseudo-relevance feedback ap-
plied after running a first sentence retrieval process. Note
also that this has important implications for efficiency that
should not be disregarded.

Our study will be primarily focused on two standard auto-
matic expansion methods that have worked well in document
retrieval problems: pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) [4] and
Local Context Analysis (LCA) [19]. These techniques are
general enough to be applied across different domains and
collections. Although some works have managed to get ef-
fective expansion with linguistic resources, we are concerned
here only with purely statistical methods, which are simpler
and applicable under very distinct scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views some papers related to our research. Section 3 presents
the sentence retrieval method and the expansion techniques
tested. The experiments are reported and analyzed in sec-
tion 4. The paper ends with some conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
Sentence retrieval is a challenging area. Many researchers
have proposed different solutions based on a wide range
of models and techniques such as query expansion (either
via pseudo-relevance feedback or with the aid of a lexical
resource), part-of-speech tagging, clustering of sentences,
named entities, supervised learning, and language model-
ing. Despite the variety of the approaches investigated, sim-
ple adaptations of regular tf/idf measures (sometimes aided
with some form of pseudo-relevance feedback) can be labeled
as state of the art sentence retrieval methods [2, 9].

Many studies have examined the use of expanded queries ei-
ther via pseudo-relevance feedback [5] or with the assistance
of a terminological resource, such as Wordnet [20]. The ef-
fect of pseudo-relevance feedback is known to be very sen-
sitive to the quality of the initial ranks. Motivated by this,
some researchers have applied selective feedback [1], which
is more stable but requires training data. In [11] some ex-
periments investigating the effects of pseudo-relevance feed-
back on sentence retrieval were reported. Query expansion
produced negative results but a single expansion technique,
based on Relevance Models, was tested. On the other hand,
expansion with synonyms or related terms from a lexical
resource is problematic because noisy terms can be easily
introduced into the new query. Moreover, a large termino-
logical resource, with good coverage, is not always available.
As a matter of fact, lexical expansion is usually equal or
inferior to purely statistical expansion methods in sentence
retrieval [7, 15, 14].

Expansion approaches based on co-occurrence data have been
also proposed [20] but there is not much evidence that these
approaches can outperform the standard pseudo-feedback
methods.

Rather than expanding queries with new terms, other stud-
ies have focused on improving the matching process by ana-
lyzing carefully the nature of the sentence components. For

example, in [9], patterns such as phrases, combinations of
query terms and named entities were identified into sen-
tences and the sentence retrieval process was driven by such
artifacts. Although this technique was very effective for de-
tecting redundant sentences, it was not significantly better
than a regular tf/idf baseline for finding relevant sentences.

In [10], an effective sentence retrieval method, based on ex-
tracting highly frequent terms from top ranked documents,
was designed. This method actually represents a form to
exploit the information from top retrieved documents be-
fore sentence retrieval. It was successfully compared against
query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback from top
retrieved sentences (i.e. expansion after sentence retrieval).
Nevertheless, expansion before sentence retrieval (i.e. ex-
panding directly from the top retrieved documents) was not
properly tested. For instance, sophisticated expansion tech-
niques, such as LCA, were not considered in the experimen-
tal design.

There is therefore the general feeling in the sentence retrieval
community that some form of expansion is needed to achieve
reasonably good performance. However, expansion methods
have not been adequately compared and, actually, we can
find in the literature conflicting outcomes depending on the
collection, baseline method tested, etc. In the present work
we aim to clarify the role of expansion strategies in sentence
retrieval by testing some standard methods against three
different datasets and applying a very competitive baseline.

In the literature of sentence retrieval, the peculiarities of the
sentence retrieval task are often ignored. Most expansion
studies do not make full use of the information available but
simply apply expansion methods that worked well in docu-
ment retrieval. We argue that the ranked set of documents
contains valuable information on the importance of terms
that should not be disregarded. In this respect, we believe
that it is important to check the effectiveness of query ex-
pansion methods when applied before sentence retrieval (i.e.
working directly on the top retrieved documents available).
There are at least two reasons that support this claim. First,
sentence retrieval is very sensitive to the quality of the query
and, hence, we might be safer working on the initial set of
documents rather than on a subsequent ranking of sentences.
Second, it would avoid retrieving an initial ranking of sen-
tences and therefore would bring about a benefit in terms of
efficiency.

3. SENTENCE RETRIEVAL METHOD
To study properly different query expansion strategies we
need first to decide which sentence retrieval method is ap-
propriate for our purposes. Since we want to evaluate the
ability of expansion techniques to improve the state-of-the-
art in sentence retrieval, we have to set a competitive sen-
tence retrieval technique. In [2], the results of some sentence
retrieval experiments are discussed. A simple vector space
retrieval technique is shown to perform at least as well as
any other method and, actually, its performance is the most
robust. This method, which we will refer to as tf/isf1, ap-
plies a weighting scheme that is a variant of tf/idf applied at
the sentence level. Although other effective methods, such

1isf stands for inverse sentence frequency



as those based on clusters of sentences, can be found in the
literature [7, 15, 14], we skip them deliberately because the
tf/isf method is simpler and we therefore avoid possible bi-
ases and complications coming from evolved approaches (e.g.
the effect of the quality of the clusters). We believe strongly
that the simplicity of this method is a good feature, making
the results presented here potentially applicable in very dif-
ferent scenarios. The relevance of a sentence s given a query
q is estimated in [2] as:

tf isf(s, q) =
X

t∈q

log(tft,q + 1)log(tft,s + 1)log(
n + 1

0.5 + sft

) (1)

where sft is the number of sentences in which t appears, n

is the number of sentences in the collection and tft,q (tft,s)
is the number of occurrences of t in q (s).

To further check that tf/isf was competitive we designed
some preliminary experiments whose results are reported
in section 4.1. This included experiments using alterna-
tive sentence retrieval methods (OKAPI BM25 and Lan-
guage Modeling with KLD), different combinations of the
pre-processing strategies and even additional tests using idf
statistics (instead of isf). This evaluation demonstrated
clearly that tf/isf is a consistent sentence retrieval method
whose performance is comparable or superior to the best
performance attainable by other effective methods.

3.1 Expansion after sentence retrieval
By query expansion after sentence retrieval (ASR) we refer
to the regular pseudo-relevance feedback process adapted to
the sentence retrieval case. First, the query is run against
the sentences in the top retrieved documents and, next, the



ranking of documents is arguably weak for such queries but,
still, a second usage of the original topic for query expansion
purposes might be not advisable. It is therefore interesting
to evaluate empirically these issues and compare expansion
BSR and expansion ASR.

Some experiments were designed to evaluate expansion BSR.
The term selection methods were the same as those ex-
plained in the previous section but the sentences used to
mine the expansion terms are taken directly from the initial
ranking of documents available for the task. More specif-
ically, the top X documents (X is a parameter) are used
for term mining. To maintain consistency with the ASR ex-
periments, term selection works also at the sentence level.
The BSR-version of LCA extracts new terms analyzing the
co-occurrences in the sentences of the top X documents.
Similarly, expansion BSR with pseudo-relevance feedback
incorporates into the query the terms with more counts in
the sentences of the top X documents. However, note that
there is no sentence retrieval here (e.g. if X = 1 then all
sentences from the top document are considered in the term
selection process).

3.3 Complexity issues
Expansion ASR introduces an important time penalty be-
cause it requires a sentence retrieval process for term selec-
tion. In contrast, expansion BSR works directly from the
sentences in the top retrieved documents. This is a consid-
erable saving.

Given a set of sentences (either a set of sentences ranked in
decreasing order of similarity to a given query -expansion
ASR- or a set of sentences appearing in top ranked docu-
ments -expansion BSR- ), it is interesting to compare the
steps needed to compute the ranks of terms with pseudo-
relevance feedback or LCA. Pseudo-relevance feedback sim-
ply requires to traverse the sentences and accumulate the
term counts in a proper data structure (e.g. a term-count
structure ordered by count). LCA requires also to go on
every sentence and accumulate the co(t, qi) counts (for each
qi). The time complexity of this process across retrieved
sentences is equivalent to the time complexity needed by
pseudo-relevance feedback (although the space complexity
is higher with LCA because we need to store independent
statistics for each query term). Anyway, LCA incorporates
an additional time penalty to compute the final f(t, q) values
(product across query terms). This cost, which is linear with
respect to the number of query terms, could be assumed to
be negligible, especially if queries are short.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We designed a complete pool of experiments to test the ex-
pansion configurations. The experiments were run against
three different collections of data (the ones supplied in the
context of the TREC-2002, TREC-2003 and TREC-2004
novelty tracks [7, 15, 14]). There are no newer TREC collec-
tions suitable for our experiments because we need relevance
judgments at the sentence level. This sort of judgments is
only available in the novelty track, whose last edition took
place in 2004. The novelty track data was constructed as fol-
lows. Every year there were 50 topics available. In TREC-

2002, the topics were taken from TRECs 6, 7 and 82. In
2003 and 2004, the topics were created by assessors desig-
nated specifically for the task [15, 14] (topics N1-N100). For
each topic, a rank of documents was obtained by NIST us-
ing an effective retrieval engine. In 2002 and 2003 the task
aimed at finding relevant sentences in relevant documents
and, therefore, the ranks included only relevant documents
(i.e. given a topic the set of relevant documents to the topic
were collected and ranked using a document retrieval en-
gine). On the contrary, the TREC-2004 ranks contained
also non-relevant documents (i.e. the initial search for doc-
uments was done against a regular document base, with rel-
evant and non-relevant documents). Note that this means
that the non-relevant documents are close matches to the rel-
evant documents, and not random non-relevant documents
[14]. In any case, the ranks of documents contained at most
25 relevant documents for each query. The documents were
segmented into sentences, the participants were given these
ranks of sentence-tagged documents and they were asked to
locate the relevant sentences. The relevance judgments in
this task are complete because the assessors reviewed care-
fully the ranked documents and marked every sentence as
relevant or non-relevant to the topic. In TREC-2002, very
few sentences were judged as relevant (approximately 2% of
the sentences in the documents). In TREC-2003 and TREC-
2004 the average percentage of relevant sentences was much
higher than in 2002 (approximately 40% in 2003 and 20% in
2004).

We consider here two different evaluation measures: the
F measure, which was the official measure utilized in the
TREC novelty tracks, and precision at ten sentences re-
trieved (P@10). The F measure is meaningful even when
the number of relevant sentences varies widely across topics
[7]. The F values reported here are obtained by retrieving
5% of the sentences in TREC 2002, and 50% of the sen-
tences in TREC 2003 and TREC 2004. These thresholds,
which have been applied in the past, are reasonable given
the amount of relevant sentences in every collection. Addi-
tionally, P@10 ratios are included in our reports. P@10 is
important in many applications, such as web sentence re-
trieval [18], which require a good distribution of relevant
material in the top rank positions.

We focus our interest on short queries (constructed from
the title tags of the TREC topics) because handling prop-
erly this type of queries is challenging in sentence retrieval.
These queries are good candidates for expansion because
they are often ambiguous.

4.1 Evaluating the baseline
To ensure that the baseline (tf/isf, eq. 1) is capable of yield-
ing state of the art performance, we ran some preliminary
experiments comparing it against Okapi BM25 [13] and a
Language Modeling approach based on Kullback-Leibler Di-
vergence (KLD) as described in [8] (with Dirichlet smooth-
ing). The performance of BM25 is influenced by some pa-
rameters: k1 controls the term frequency effect, b controls
a length-based correction and k3 is related to query term
frequency. We tested exhaustively different parameter con-

2The complete list of topics chosen for the novelty track can
be found in [7]



TREC-2002

tf/isf BM25 (best run) KLD (best run)
k1 = .4, b = 0, k3 = 1 µ = 3000

P@10 .19 .19 .16
F .19 .19 .17*

TREC-2003

tf/isf BM25 (best run) KLD (best run)
k1 = .6, b = 0, k3 = 1 µ = 1000

P@10 .74 .76 .73
F .51 .51 .50*

TREC-2004

tf/isf BM25 (best run) KLD (best run)
k1 = .2, b = 0, k3 = 1 µ = 500

P@10 .43 .44 .41
F .37 .37 .37

Table 1: Comparing different sentence retrieval
baselines: tf/isf, BM25 and KLD (with Dirichlet
Smoothing).

figurations (k1 between 0 and 2 in steps of 0.2, b between
0 and 1 in steps of 0.1 and different values of k3 between 1
and 1000). Similarly, we experimented with the KLD model
for different values of the µ constant, which determines the
amount of smoothing applied (µ = 10, 100, 500, 1k, 3k, 5k).
Results are reported in Table 1. A run marked with an as-
terisk means that the difference in performance between the
run and tf/isf is statistically significant3. In all collections,
there was no statistically significant difference between the
tf/isf run and the best BM25 run. We also observed that
BM25 was very sensitive to the parameter setting (many
BM25 runs performed significantly worse than tf/isf). On
the other hand, KLD was inferior to both tf/isf and BM25.
These results reinforced previous findings about the robust-
ness of the tf/isf method [2, 9] and demonstrated that this
method is a very solid baseline. Note also that tf/isf does
not have any free parameter whereas the results reported
for BM25 and KLD are the best ones obtained across the
configurations tested.

We also experimented with different combinations of the
standard preprocessing strategies (stopwords vs no stop-
words, stemming vs no stemming). Although there was not
much overall difference, the runs with stopword processing
and no stemming were slightly more consistent.

The tf/isf method takes the isf statistics from the sentences
in the documents available for the task (which is a small set
of sentences). A term that is very common within the re-
trieved documents would therefore receive a low isf weight.
This might be problematic because content-bearing terms
that are frequent in a given set of documents are assigned
small weights. We were therefore wondering whether bet-
ter performance might be obtained using data from a larger
collection. To check this, we indexed a large collection of
documents (the collection used in the TREC-8 adhoc exper-
iments) and ran some experiments with regular idf statistics
obtained from this index (i.e. in eq. 1 sft was replaced by
nt, which is the document frequency of t in TREC-8). The
original tf/isf method computed at the sentence level over

3Along this work, we applied two different significance tests,
the t-test and the Wilcoxon test, and we show only an aster-
isk when both tests agree on the significance of the difference
(95% confidence level).

the small document base was slightly superior. It appears
that the small index of sentences is good enough for sentence
retrieval (at least for these short queries). We therefore set
the basic sentence retrieval method to be the original tf/isf
approach with stopword and no stemming.

Note that we use short queries, while the groups partici-
pating in the TREC novelty tracks were allowed to use the
whole topic. This means that the results presented here are
not comparable to any of the results reported in the novelty
tracks. Actually, we expect that the results obtained here
are worse than the ones achieved in TREC because of our
experimental conditions. Nevertheless, short queries are the
rule rather than the exception in many applications and it is
therefore important to study in depth the sentence retrieval
performance with such queries. Moreover, query expansion
methods are especially important when the user supplies few
search terms.

4.2 Evaluating query expansion strategies
Let us now pay attention to the effects of query expansion
on sentence retrieval performance. With expansion ASR, we
first ran the tf/isf sentence retrieval method on the ranked
set of documents associated to each query. This produced
a ranked set of sentences from which some expansion terms
were selected using PRF or LCA. These new terms were in-
cluded into the query and the tf/isf sentence retrieval model
was run again with the expanded query. We tested different
configurations of the number of expansion terms (5, 10, 20
and 50) and the number of top retrieved sentences in which
terms are selected (5, 10, 25, 50 and 100). On the other
hand, expansion BSR selects terms directly from the ranked
set of documents. We planned experiments using the top 1,
5, 10, 15 or 25 documents with varying number of expansion
terms.

The experimental results are reported in Tables 2 (expansion
ASR - P@10), 3 (expansion BSR - P@10), 4 (expansion ASR
- F measure) and 5 (expansion BSR - F measure). The
tables include also the performance of the baseline tf/isf with
no expansion (underlined after the collection’s name). For
each collection and type of expansion the best parameter
configurations are marked in bold. Expansion runs whose
improvement over the baseline is statistically significant are
marked with an asterisk.

First of all, it is interesting to observe the effect of expan-
sion on the TREC-2002 collection. There are some expan-
sion configurations that show P@10 and F ratios that are
higher than the baseline’s ratios. Anyway, nearly all im-
provements are not statistically significant. Observe that
this collection contains very few relevant sentences (≈ 2%)
and, therefore, any expansion strategy is likely incorporating
unrelated terms into the new queries. PRF is particularly
problematic here because it often performs worse than the
baseline (32 out of the 80 TREC-2002 PRF expansion runs
perform worse than the baseline). In contrast, LCA does not
improve significantly over the baseline but, at least, there are
fewer LCA runs yielding performance that is poorer than the
baseline’s performance (14 runs out of 80).

On the other hand, most expansion methods produce sta-
tistical significant improvements in TREC-2003 and TREC-



TREC-2002 (basel: .19)
PRF LCA

# exp # top sentences # top sentences
terms 5 10 25 50 100 5 10 25 50 100

5 .19 .19 .22 .24* .23 .20 .19 .19 .21 .21
10 .21 .20 .21 .24 .24* .19 .18 .19 .21 .23

20 .19 .17 .20 .21 .23 .18 .16 .19 .22 .22
50 .19 .20 .20 .20 .22 .18 .18 .19 .21 .22

TREC-2003 (basel: .74)
5 .78* .78* .81* .79 .79* .75 .75 .75 .75 .75
10 .78* .79* .80* .81* .80* .79* .78* .80* .81* .80
20 .80* .78 .80* .80 .79 .80* .78* .80* .82* .79
50 .78* .77 .79 .75 .76 .79* .77 .79* .79 .81*

TREC-2004 (basel: .43)
5 .46 .48* .49* .50* .48* .45 .47 .51* .51* .47
10 .47 .48* .51* .54* .54* .47 .50* .49* .49* .50*
20 .47 .49* .50* .55* .55* .46 .47 .48 .49* .49*
50 .44 .46 .50* .52* .54* .45 .46 .49* .50* .53*

Table 2: Expansion ASR - Precision at 10 sentences

TREC-2002 (basel: .19)
PRF LCA

# exp # docs # docs
terms 1 5 10 15 25 1 5 10 15 25

5 .19 .20 .22 .19 .19 .20 .22 .21 .21 .21
10 .16 .19 .21 .21 .17 .20 .22 .23 .23 .23
20 .16 .22 .19 .19 .17 .18 .22 .22 .21 .23
50 .17 .22 .20 .18 .17 .17 .24 .23 .22 .22

TREC-2003 (basel: .74)
5 .75 .77 .76 .75 .77 .74 .77 .78 .77 .74
10 .74 .78 .76 .77 .79 .72 .79 .78 .76 .79
20 .75 .79 .77 .77 .76 .71 .77 .79 .81* .80
50 .71 .75 .79 .78 .76 .71 .78 .79 .81* .77

TREC-2004 (basel: .43)
5 .42 .49 .47 .50* .48* .42 .46 .46 .47 .49
10 .39 .50* .50* .49* .51* .43 .47 .48 .50* .48
20 .38 .49 .50* .50* .54* .43 .48 .49 .49 .50*
50 .37 .46 .51* .54* .55* .40 .43 .49 .49 .52*

Table 3: Expansion BSR - Precision at 10 sentences

2004 (for both P@10 and F). These results show that statis-
tical query expansion is beneficial in sentence retrieval pro-
vided that the amount of relevance sentences in the ranked
set of documents is not extremely low.

Next, we analyze the trends with respect to the number of
expansion terms and the number of top sentences/documents.

Expansion ASR, P@10 (Table 2). The standard PRF expan-
sion tends to achieve the highest P@10 performance when
a few expansion terms are selected from many sentences. A
safe configuration would be 10 expansion terms selected from
50 or 100 sentences. With LCA-based expansion, the ideal
number of sentences is also high but this expansion method
tolerates slightly better expansions with more terms.

Expansion BSR, P@10 (Table 3). When expanding queries
before sentence retrieval, PRF looks much more sensitive to
the parameter setting. It is quite difficult to identify a good
configuration because the optimal performance is found at
very different places depending on the collection. Only in
TREC-2004 the improvements over the baseline are statis-
tical significant. On the other hand, LCA looks less erratic.
A high number of terms (50) extracted from a large number
of documents (15-25) seems to be a good configuration.

TREC-2002 (5% sens ret.) (basel: .19)
PRF LCA

# exp # top sentences # top sentences
terms 5 10 25 50 100 5 10 25 50 100

5 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .20 .19 .19 .19 .19
10 .19 .18 .19 .20 .20 .19 .18 .18 .19 .20

20 .18 .18 .19 .20 .21 .18 .18 .18 .20 .20

50 .18 .18 .19 .20 .21 .18 .18 .19 .20 .20

TREC-2003 (50% sens ret.) (basel: .51)
5 .53 .54* .54* .55* .55* .52 .52* .53* .53* .53*
10 .55* .55* .55* .57* .56* .53* .53* .55* .55* .55*
20 .55* .56* .56* .56* .57* .55* .55* .56* .56* .56*
50 .56* .56* .57* .57* .57* .56* .56* .56* .57* .57*

TREC-2004 (50% sens ret.) (basel: .37)
5 .38 .38 .38 .38 .39* .37 .37 .37 .38 .38
10 .38 .38 .39* .39* .39* .38 .38* .38* .39* .39*
20 .39* .39* .39* .40* .40* .38* .39* .39* .39* .39*
50 .39* .39* .40* .41* .40* .39* .39* .40* .40* .40*

Table 4: Expansion ASR - F measure

TREC-2002 (5% sens ret.) (basel: .19)
PRF LCA

# exp # docs # docs
terms 1 5 10 15 25 1 5 10 15 25

5 .17 .18 .18 .16 .17 .19 .19 .20 .20 .19
10 .17 .19 .18 .17 .16 .18 .20 .20 .20 .20
20 .17 .18 .18 .17 .16 .18 .19 .21 .20 .20
50 .16 .18 .18 .17 .15 .19 .20 .21 .21 .21

TREC-2003 (50% sens ret.) (basel: .51)
5 .55* .55* .55 .55* .55* .52* .53* .53* .53* .54*
10 .55* .56* .55 .56 .56* .52* .55* .54* .54* .56*
20 .56* .55* .55 .56 .56* .55* .55* .56* .56* .57*

50 .55 .56* .56* .56* .56* .56* .56* .57* .57* .57*

TREC-2004 (50% sens ret.) (basel: .37)
5 .37 .38 .38 .38 .38 .37 .38 .38 .38 .38
10 .38 .38 .38 .38 .38 .37 .38 .39* .39* .39*
20 .38 .38 .39 .39 .39* .38 .39* .39* .39* .39*
50 .38 .39 .39* .40* .40* .38 .39* .40* .40* .41*

Table 5: Expansion BSR - F measure

Expansion ASR, F-measure (Table 4). With both expansion
methods, PRF and LCA, the highest performance tends to
be found when a large number of expansion terms are se-
lected from a large number of top sentences. P@10 is a high
precision measure but the F measure is influenced by both
precision and recall. This explains why the optimal F perfor-
mance is found with expansions involving many new terms,
whilst the optimal P@10 performance is achieved usually
with fewer expansion terms.

Expansion BSR, F-measure (Table 5). With LCA, there is
also a clear tendency to prefer many expansion terms ex-
tracted from many documents. However, with PRF, the
optimal configuration varies significantly depending on the
collection. These results agree with those found for P@10
with BSR.

Given this report, it is clear that LCA performs the best with
many expansion terms extracted either from many sentences
(ASR) or from many documents (BSR). PRF is much more
erratic and its optimal expansion configuration is much more
difficult to assess.

Let us now analyze the best and average performance at-
tainable by each expansion method. For a clearer picture



of the experimental outcome, these results are summarized
in Table 6. The difference between the best ASR and BSR
runs has been tested for statistical significance and the BSR
run is marked with the symbol † when the difference be-
tween the run and the respective ASR run is significant. In
terms of P@10, there is no significant difference between the
best runs. This means that any configuration (ASR/BSR +
PRF/LCA) can lead to optimal performance provided that
the parameters (number of expansion terms and number of
top sentences/documents) are set adequately. Looking at
the average P@10 values, we found some interesting trends.
With expansion ASR, PRF is more solid than LCA. On
the contrary, with expansion BSR, LCA tends to be more
reliable (especially when the conditions are difficult -few rel-
evant sentences-). This makes sense because the sentences
feeding the ASR term selection module are potentially closer
to the query than the sentences feeding the BSR term se-
lection module. Recall that expansion ASR runs an initial
sentence retrieval from the query and the retrieved sentences
are used for term selection purposes. In contrast, expansion
BSR works directly with the initial ranked set of documents,
where the on-topic sentences might be scattered across the
documents. This means that a rough term selection metric
(such as local feedback) is good enough with expansion ASR
but it is less consistent when there is not an initial sentence
retrieval process.

In terms of the F measure, the results are basically the same
as the ones found with P@10. PRF tends to work better with
expansion ASR while LCA tends to be more solid with ex-
pansion BSR. In two collections the best run of PRF with ex-
pansion ASR performs statistically significantly better than
the best run of PRF with expansion BSR. It is interesting
to note that the single collection where the difference is not
significant is TREC-2002, where there are few relevant sen-
tences. This makes sense because expansion ASR is very
sensitive to the quality of the initial sentence retrieval pro-
cess. If these ranked sentences contain many non-relevant
items then expansion ASR will hardly improve on expansion
BSR.

In terms of effectiveness, expansion ASR with PRF and ex-
pansion BSR with LCA are the most robust expansion meth-
ods for sentence retrieval. Both approaches lead to good
P@10 and F performance ratios. Since expansion BSR is
less expensive than expansion ASR (because we do not need
an initial sentence retrieval process), expansion BSR with
LCA looks the most suitable choice. One can rightly argue
that LCA is more costly than PRF but, as argued in section
3.3, the additional complexity requirements are acceptable.
This means that we can achieve state-of-the-art sentence
retrieval performance with significant savings in terms of ef-
ficiency. This is a novel result because the studies conducted
in the literature have been mostly focused on the standard
expansion methods (ASR). Furthermore, if the aim of the
retrieval application is to retrieve ten good sentences (i.e. re-
call is not a major issue) then expansion BSR with PRF is a
good choice. As shown in Table 6, this retrieval technique,
which is the most efficient method, does not perform signifi-
cantly worse than the other expansion methods (in terms of
P@10).

TREC-2002
ASR BSR ASR BSR

best avg
P@10 PRF .24 .22 .21 .18

(basel: .19 ) LCA .23 .24 .20 .22
F PRF .21 .19 .19 .17

(basel: .19 ) LCA .20 .21 .19 .20
TREC-2003

P@10 PRF .81 .79 .79 .76
(basel: .74 ) LCA .82 .81 .78 .77

F PRF .57 .56† .56 .55
(basel: .51 ) LCA .57 .57 .55 .55

TREC-2004
P@10 PRF .55 .55 .50 .48

(basel: .43 ) LCA .53 .52 .48 .47

F PRF .41 .40† .39 .38
(basel: .37 ) LCA .40 .41 .39 .39

Table 6: Comparing the best and average perfor-
mance of expansion ASR and expansion BSR with
PRF and LCA

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a thorough study on the
effects of query expansion strategies for sentence retrieval.
We have worked with an standard sentence retrieval method,
proved that it is competitive against other robust techniques
and supplied a complete study of query expansion under this
framework.

The results of our study can be summarized as follows. In
terms of effectiveness, expansion ASR with PRF and expan-
sion BSR with LCA are the most robust expansion methods
for sentence retrieval. Both approaches lead to good P@10
and F performance ratios. Since expansion BSR is less ex-
pensive than expansion ASR (because we do not need an
initial sentence retrieval process), expansion BSR with LCA
looks to be the most suitable choice. This means that we can
achieve state-of-the-art sentence retrieval performance with
significant savings in terms of efficiency. This is a novel re-
sult because the studies conducted in the literature have
been mostly focused on the standard expansion methods
(ASR).

Regarding the number of expansion terms and the number
of top documents/sentences from which terms are mined,
we found that the more documents/sentences fed into the
expansion modules the better performance. This is not very
surprising. On the other hand, LCA shows a slight tendency
to achieve its highest performance with expansions involving
many terms while PRF is more erratic with respect to the
ideal number of expansion terms. In general, PRF is very
sensitive to the parameter setting. Although the top perfor-
mance attainable by PRF tends to be similar to LCA’s top
performance, the parameter settings are more problematic
with PRF.

Summing up, although some past studies have been skep-
tical on the role of query expansion for sentence retrieval,
our report shows that it is a consistent technique to im-
prove sentence retrieval performance provided that the re-
trieved documents contain a reasonable amount of relevant
sentences. The two methods tested, PRF and LCA, can
produce significant benefits when parameters are set appro-



priately. Even with an extremely low population of relevant
sentences (TREC-2002), a proper query expansion config-
uration (e.g. BSR+LCA for high precision purposes and
ASR+PRF otherwise) hardly damages performance.
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